England v NZ 2013

Across
1 Each defect corrected
and made absolutely
ideal (9)
6 Head of backroom
staff restraining toprated England player (5)
9 State this person
owned returned ring (5)
10 Bad conductor to be
very rude to two
orchestra members
about final cadenza (9)
11 New Zealand player
who split the atom (10)
12 Etymological origin
of England player (4)
14 England player in
event where 5th, 6th,
7th and 9th get
disqualified (7)
15 Closely follow kit
cost explosion (5,2)
17 New Zealand player
starts to worry about the
light, missing more than
half the bowling (7)
19 Bars diver in British
commando force (7)
20 Spheres of gold with
brass edges (4)
22 To be penalised can
sometimes finish those
with terminal diseases
(10)
25 Small team leader
happy with one pretty
girl is fairly dim (9)
26 Half-hearted
Australian bowler to
move surreptitiously (5)
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27 It's material to have
taken part in a protest
(5)
28 Eco-friendly
prohibition covering
energy vegetable (5,4)
Down
1 England player's top
priority in the middle
(5)
2 Try again to entice
rodent before inserting
tip of electrode (9)
3 Very selfish croc
teeing off (10)
4 Follow 24 almost to
what's at the back of the
plane (4,3)
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5 Wishes of French
fathers (7)
6 England player to live
on the outskirts of
Liverpool (4)
7 Surpass some without
dominating (5)
8 Shares every other
drug over periods of
time (9)
13 New Zealand player
with mental strength to
confess he is very new
(10)
14 Cattle barns under
the care of TV doctor
have ways of being
serviceable (9)

16 Wisdom of king
presently on shelf (9)
18 Grand article on
drink gets good support
for forming a group (7)
19 New Zealander going
in one direction, then
another repeatedly (7)
21 New Zealander to
run away, making a 180o
turn halfway through (5)
23 Father and son
actors' lustre (5)
24 England player in
loud pub (4)

